Stop feeling alone in your marriage. Join us on this journey of becoming a wife of strength and dignity,
while creating deeper connections with God, self, and others.
Marriage is a tremendous blessing, but it can also be hard. Daughters of Sarah® helps women navigate
the waters of marriage in a way that’s different from anything you’ve experienced before.
The Results:
What you take away at the end of the course will
be different from, but no less powerful or
important than the results of the person sitting
next to you. Regardless of what your emphasis is
during the course, you will be able to:
 connect with God more intimately
 deepen your relationship with your
husband and children
 feel more confident
 speak the language of respect
 communicate more effectively
 listen better
 be more organized
 discover God-honoring sexuality
 think more positively
 become a woman of influence
The Feedback:
“I would encourage husbands to sign their wives
up, no questions asked. It’s a course that changed
our lives and is worth at least five times the cost of
registration.” Jeremy, Covington, KY
“Daughters of Sarah® is like all the great marriage
books out there rolled into a lasting experience!”
Katy, Atlanta, GA
“The key learning I took away from Daughters is
that when something hard comes up in any of my
relationships, I need to stop and spend time with
the Lord – to let Him fill me up and show me how I
should react. After all, He always has the right
answer!” Jill, Milford, Ohio.

The Data:
Over 97% of participants feel the
training improved their confidence.
 Over 95% feel their relationship with
God improved.
 Over 93% feel their relationship with
their husband improved.


Daughters of Sarah® is taught by professional
trainers and attended by married women of all
ages. Personalized feedback and encouragement
provided every session.
Where would you like to grow?
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Experience more emotional intimacy with
my husband
Deepen my spiritual connection with God
Learn more effective communication with
others
Increase my confidence
Manage my home more efficiently
Criticize others less and become more
positive
Develop better listening skills
Worry less
Be more encouraging to my family
members
Know greater peace and joy in God
Understand how and why to respect my
husband
Become a better example of a successful
marriage for my children
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